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Whilst I have idled here ! . . . May brighter times
Attend the cause of Europe far in Spain,
And British blood flow not, as ours, in vain !
[Exeunt the emperor francis, ministers, officers, and attendants.
The night comes, and the scene is obscured.
SCENE   IV
THE  FIELD  OF  TALAVERA
It is the same month and weather as in the preceding scene.
Talavera town, on the river Tagus, is at the extreme right of the fore-
ground ; a mountain range on the extreme left.
The allied army under sir arthur wellesley stretches between—
the English on the left, the Spanish on the right—part holding a hill to the
left-centre of the scene, divided from the mountains by a valley, and part
holding a redoubt to the right-centre. This army of more than fifty thousand
ill told, of which t\venty-two thousand only are English, has its back to the
spectator.
Beyond, in a wood of olive, oak, and cork, are the fifty to sixty thousand
Jrench, facing the spectator and the allies. Their right includes a strong
oattery upon a hill which fronts the one on the English left.
Behind all, the heights of Salinas close the prospect, the small river
Alberche flowing at their foot from left to right into the Tagus, which
advances in foreshortened perspective to the town at the right front corner of
the scene as aforesaid.
DUMB SHOW
The hot and dusty July afternoon having turned to twilight, shady masses
of men start into motion from the French position, come towards the fore-
ground, silently ascend the hill on the left of the English, and assail the latter
in a violent outbufst of fire and lead. They nearly gain possession of the hill
ascended.
CHORUS OF rumours (aerial music)
Talavera tongztes it as ten tf the night-time :
Now come Ritffirfs slaughterers surging upward^
Backed by bold Vilattfs !   From the vale Lapissc, too,
Darkly outswells there /—
Down the vague 'veiled incline the English fling them,
Bended bayonets prodding opponents backward:
So the first fierce charge of the ardent Frenchmen
England repels there !
Having fallen back into the darkness the French presently reascend in yet
larger masses. The high square knapsack which every English foot-soldier
carries, and his shako, and its tuft, outline themselves against the dim light
as the ranks stand awaiting the shock.

